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Inyart smiles toward future
Charleston mayor
still not sure
if he faces opposition
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor
Mayor John lnyan smiled at
the close of the city council meeting Tuesday, despite it being the last
before he must officially file his pctitionw rwa fo -1c-dc"'l;o- in ~e
spring of 2009.
"The thing I am most proud of
is how highly functional this council is," he said. "We have great people working for the city, and I am
extremely proud to be a part of it."
The first-teem mayor announced
Monday that he wanis to continue
working with the council for a second term in the municipal elections
in April.
Among numerous platform positions, Inyart believes his most notable accomplishment is the improvement of communications for the city
asa whole.
"I stt myself as an ambassador
for the city, rather than an administrator," lnyan said. "I believe it is my
job to get out and listen to the people, the organizations, the srudenis
and ~ the lines of communication

open."
Through the work of a cohesive

McCannto
take over
for Cooley
By MATT HOPF
Associate News Editor

issues.·

Paul McCann, director of business services/treasurer, was named
interim vice president for business
affairs Tuesday.
McCann wil} stare in that capacity after Jeff Cooley, vice president
for business affairs, retires on Dec.
31.
Cooley announced his retirement in June.
"lt's certainly going co be a challenge," McCann said.
He said he would work with the
state on the budgeting process for
the next fiscal year.
The state will let Eastern know
what to expect in the next fiscal
year in May or June. McCann said
Eastern would like to know either
January or February.
When it comes co his daily
routine in the Office of Business
Affairs, he docs not know what will
change throughout the day.

»

»

ROUIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Mayor John Inyart laughs during the City Council meeting Tuesday evening. Inyart was elected in 2005 as
mayor of Charleston and will be running again next in 2009.

council, Inyart said the city was able
to accomplish a netWOrk of communication chat cxccls all predc:ccsrors.
During his term, city officials were
able to organize semi-annual meetings with Manoon's City Council for
the fust time.
The improved ncrwork with Mattoon has opened discussion with

Coles Together to aid in the sharing
of resourc.cs and has ultimately saved
both cities' taxpayers' money, Inyart
said.
As of yet, Inyart said he docs not
know if he faces any opposition.
People vying for candidacy have
until Dec. 15 to file their petitions.
The mayor ran unopposed for his

first term.
"I don't know exactly how my
campaign would change if I ran
against someone," be said. "I know
I would make every effort to run a
clean campaign and focus on the

SEE INYART, PAGE 5

SEE MCCANN, PAGE 5

CAMPUS I DINING

CAMPUS I INTERNET

Stolen dishes may lead
to costly-meal options

Web site dishes out gossip
about students on campus

Tower Dining Center
left to use other
halls' dining items
because of thefts

By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activities Editor

ult Is something we
don't believe In. It Is
something we do not
want our name to be
known for."

Sex, popularity and who students
think the biggest nuisance is on cam-

By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor

As the semester quickly comes to
an end, Eastern bas seen as increase
of stolen dishes from dining halls.
Jamie Huckstead, assistant director of Stevenson Tower Dining Center, said a student worker for dining
was hired with scvcral responsibilities lase summer, one being to watch
dishes chat could be taken.
This position is only in Stevenson Tower Dining because of missing items not returned.
Mark Hudson, dircaor of Housing and Dining, said the total number of missing items has not been
tallied.
He said they would not know
how much money has been lost
because of stolen dishes until the
end of the scmcsccr.
Hudson said it is safe to say stolen dishes have added up to thousands of dollars.
Huckstcad said based off beginning inventory of new products
through about a month ago shows
Tower Dining losing items.
"Nearly half of all deli baskets,
._a;=~latcs and trays have been

Some Greeks on campus think juicycampus.com
is too negative, think site should be banned

ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore journalism major and P?nther Dining employee Courtney
Bruner works as dining room assistant in the Tower Dining Center on
Monday afternoon. As a reaction to so many residents taking and not
returning trays, silverware and other dining hall property, the position of dining room assistant was created to monitor students as they
place their trays on the conveyor belt to the kitchen.

removed from the dining center and
not rccurned," Huckstead said.
The new position is called the
dining room assistant.
The assistant helps clean tables,
chairs and an area of the conveyor belt where srudenis can put their
dishes.
"As of right now, no other dining center has this position, mainly

because they already h2ve employees
located in the dining room," Huckstead said.
Stevenson dining has seven different cxics in the area chat have
allowed srudencs co get away with
bringing dishes ouc of the dining
center.

»

SEE DINING, PAGE 5

pus are some of the rdared topics
posted on the Web sice, juicycarnpus.
com.
Even though this Web site feeds
off the "juicy" gossip surrounding a
particular college campus, Greeks are
usually the main focus on the site.
For Eastern, several Greclc chapters and members are discussed heavily on juicycampus.com, and the feedback given from anonymous writers
are usually demeaning.
Robyn Paige, interim dircaor of
Greek Life, said she has no idea why
it appears chat fraternity and sorority members are targeted on the Web
site.
"I do not read posis on the site; so
it is hard for me co speak if the site
truly is targeting these groups more
than ochers," she said.
Paige thinks the Web site echoes
aspcccs of ncrworking sires such as
Faccbook or Myspacc.
Ashley Hoogstratcn, a member of
Alpha Sigma Tau, said she chinks it
is easier for Greeks to be the sws of
attention.
"Greeks are a highly controversial topic amongst the campus," said
the junior corporate oommunications

- Ashley Hoogstraten,
member of Alpha Sigma Tau

major. "There are chose who go Greek,
and it is usually the ones who refuse co
who are the ones chat want something
to complain abouL"
Hoogstraten said her sorority docs
not approve posting information on
the sire.
"It is something we don't believe
in," she said. "le is something we do
not want our name to be known for."
Hoogsrracen said she thinks the
Web site should be banned.
"That would not be a bad idea,"
she said. "It wouldn't hurt anyone if

.

"

JtWllS.

Kyle Valentine, the chapter president for the Fraternity Sigma Phi
Epsilon, said he docs not take offense
to the site.

»

SEE JUICY, PAGE 5
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WEATHER BRIEF

Temperatures will be in the upper 30s today with
a chance of scattered rain showers. In the evening,
temperatures will drop changing rain to snow.
Mostly sunny skies are expected Thursday.
For current cond1uons visit EIU Weathf!Clnter at www t u.tdul-wtathtr
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Spears to embark on 'Circus' tour in March
NEW YORK - Britney Spears is
caking her "Circus" act on the road.
In an appearance on ABC's "Good
Morning America," the pop star announced thar her Norch American arena rour will open March 3 in
New Orleans. Her new album, "Circus," arrived Tuesday, on her 27rh
birthday.
Ir is Spears' first tour in five years
as she gains career momenrum and
stability in her personal life. Spears,
who sang her hit "Womanizer"
on "GMA," begins rehearsals next
month.
Spears' 27-city itinerary includes
Atlanta, Miami, Boston, Houston,
Dallas, Minneapolis, Los Angeles
and Las Vegas. She'll close che tour
April 28 in Chicago.
She will jump to London for performances on June 3 and June 4.
Tickers go on sale beginning Saturday.

Pitt hates the paparazzi,
talking about his family

Dunst gets order
against alleged stalker

NEW YORK - Brad Pitt has
some strong words for the paparazzi.
In an interview on NBC's "Today" show, Pitt said: "Lcr me be very
blunt: I hare them. I hate these people. I don't underscand ... chat they
do that for a living."
Pict said rhere should be laws
against celebrity photographers who
"climb over your walls wearing camouflage and calling our your kids'
names as you're trying to rake chem
ro school."
1he acror appeared Tuesday ro
talk abour his humanitarian work in
New Orleans, bur the conve.·sation
rurned co his famous family. Pitt said
he doesn't like talking about Angelina Jolie and their six children.
Said Pitt: "It seems to get cheapened somehow as it goes through the
filcers and the airwaves - and some
things you just want to keep close to
the chest."

LOS ANGELES- Kirsten Dunsc
doesn't need Spider-Man - she's gor
an assistant who rec.encly proved capable of protecting rhe actress.
Dunst's assistant performed a citizen's arrest on a man who bypassed
security and showed up ar the actress' Hollywood home in November.
Dunst was nor home at the time.
Police and Dunsr sought a restraining order against Christopher
Smith after his Nov. 20 arror. Documents show state police have found
Smirh at Dunsr's home several times
in recent weeks.
Tue actress wrote she is "quite
frightened" of Smirh, whom she has
never met.
Records do nor indicate whether
Smith ha.~ an attorney.
He is due in court later this month
on a trespassing charge. Dunsr's restraining order could be made extended on Dec. 22.
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Eastern's own light show

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Lights set up for the holidays illuminate the outline of Old Main as the sun sets Tuesday evening.

WHATTHE••• I WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

Police: Man swallows stolen earrings at Fla. mall
NAPLES, Fla. - An X-ray marked the spot for
southwest Florida police who say a teenager swallowed a $16 pair of earrings after taking them from
a JCPenney store at a mall.
Authorities say William Colburn faces charges
that include retail theft and tampering wirh evidence.
Naples Police say the 18-year-old was in the store
on Saturday when security saw him remove the earrings from a box, drop them into a bottle of water
and leave without paying.
When a security officer approached him ourside
the score, authorities say the reenager drank the water, swallowing the earrings.
Police said Monday the X-ray confirmed the earrings were inside him. A police spokesman didn't
know whether the suspect required medical treac~
menc for having swallowed the earrings.
Police do not know if he has an attorney. A phone
listing for Colburn couldn't be found.
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College adviser ran prostitute raffle
COLUMBUS, Ohio - An Ohio State University
academic adviser and a real estate agent hdd a $10-aticket raffle that offered an evening with a prostirute
who is also a child sex-abuse caseworker, police said.
Chrisropher S. Johnson, 33, an academic adviser ar
OSU's School of Nursing, organii.cd the raffle through
a Craigslist.com char board, police said. Real estate
agent Rusty Blades, 42, hdd the invirarion-only party
at his house in October for the participants.
Both Johnson and Blades were charged with promoting prostitution. A judge sec bail Saturday at
$50,000 for Blades and $25,000 for Johnson.
OSU spokesman Jim Lynch said that Johnson was
placed on unpaid leave and that the school will mvesu
gare whether he improperly used h1S computer.
Police Detective Jeffrey Ackley idcnttficd Vanisc
Dunn, 31, as the prostitute involved in the raffle. She
has worked at Franklin County Children Services smce
2000, and courr records show she was charged with
prosurution Nov. 12 for allegedly solicitmg a vice de
receive.
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CAMPUS I SAFETY

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Firearms raise safety issues on campus
Comprehensive drill
may be presented
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor

•

Lecture presents U.N.
in Obama presidency
Kent Kille, a visiting scholar and
professor from the College of
Wooster, will present "l'he Role
of the United Nations during the
(Barack) Obama Presidency• at 7
p.m. today in the Lumpkin Hall
Auditorium.
Kille will speak on the history
of the United Nations and its
challenges In facing new global
security crises and will address
how the president-elect may work
with the UN.
Kille is a distinguished scholar
in political science and is the
author and editor of two books
on leadership at the UN.

Kim Broddock, a freshmen elementary education major. believes
having concealed weapons on campus would cause unheralded violence
at Eastern.
"I think by having them (it) would
put more srudents in danger; Broddock said. "When tempers flare, I
can sec srudents using the weapon as
a result which will cause violence on
ampus."
,.
According to MSNBC.com, sruPublic invited to holiday
dcnts at Ball State University have
gatherings in Old Main
funned a chapter ofSrudents for ConThe community is invited to
cealed Carry on Campus. which was
view the six holiday trees during
founded-after the Virginia Tech shoot"Winter Wonderland" from 5:30
ing. The national organization lobbies
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. today and 1O
ERIC HILTNER (THE DAILYEASTERN NEWS
srare legislators to allow srudents with
a.m.
to 11 :30 a.m. Thursday in Old
legal permits to carry concealed weap- Illinois and Wisconsin are the only two states in the nation that do not issue permits for, or allow people to
Main.
carry a concealed weapon.
ons onto campus.
Five of the trees feature
MSNBC.com reported at lease 11
decorations made by students
colleges and universities already allow firearms and potentially getting into a man with a hostage. It was all a drill, communication," Nadler said.
, of Ashmore, Carl Sandburg,
Nadler said, the university is in the • Jefferson, Lake Crest (Oakland)
srudent co carry concealed weapons. dispute and finding thcmsdvcs resolv- however, che law enforcement cried co
This is currcncly banned in 30 states, ing chat conflict in a way in which the make it as real as possible.
process of creating a dace and said the
and Mark Twain elementary
results may not be survivable," Nadler
Sarni Wonderlich, a freshmen psy- campus community will know about
lliinois being one.
schools.
chology major, said having drills on the drill befure ir happens. He wants
Dan Nadler, vice president for stu- said.
Refreshments and holiday
dent affairs, said he is not convinced
He is not sure how someone would campus is a good idea.
co train and prepare people, noc shock
music will be available at both
chat the benefit of carrying a firearm live with himself or hersdf aher possi"I rhink it's good because in a way anyone.
gatherings.
Kdscy Klank, a freshman elemenon school grounds would outweigh bly shooting someone. He said he or you praccice for it, God forbid someshe might go to prison or face serious thing would happen here," Won- tary education major, believes having
the potential consequences.
Jazz combos
"If Ulinois changed and enacted legal charges and emotional trauma.
derlich said. "If you arc prepared. a gun on campus is unnecessary.
in concert Thursday
the concealed weapons statute, then
"While 1 chinlc on the surf.ice it you'll know what co do."
"Allowing srudents to have a gun
Eastern's three jazz combos will
we would obviously follow that," might sound like a good idea to be
She said if people prepare: for fire on campus would escalate the probperform at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
Nadler said. "In terms of concealed able ro have a weapon walking around drills, then they should prepare for an lem," Klank said. "Eascem offers self
in the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
weapons on school grounds... to be campus to be able co protect yourself. emergency crisis as well.
dcfeosc cWK5."
Room 1360.
Vicki Paisley, a &cshman journalhonest allowing individuals co car- I think we would become increasingly
Eastern is in the process of having
The concert wiH feature jazz
ry firorms on college campuses in vulnerable co unintended consequenc- a shooting drill on campus.
ism major, doesn't understand why snl·
compositions by Wayne Shorter,
Nadler said it could be a compre- dents would wane a gun on campus.
my opinion would incJ'Cl.SC' the risk es," Nadler said.
Clifford Brown and Horace Silver
Some universities, such as Geor- hensive drill rhat would include local
"It's not necessary here at Eastern
of danger, injury and death chan not
along with new compositions
gia's
Albany
Stace
University,
arc:
holdlaw
enforcement.
Last
spring,
the
unibecause
we
have
emergency
poles
if
allowing concealed weapons."
and arrangements by Eastern
He considers Ea.stern to be a safe ing shooring drills. The school had versity did a desktop drill, which pre- people feel they are in danger and we
students.
have university police," Paisley said.
campus. but makes it ck"ar that does shots echoing across campus as police senced a simltlau.-d scenario.
There is no charge for admission.
not mean disputl-s do not occur.
cars rushed onto the campus with
"(Drills) rc.-ally challenge people to
Britrni
Garaa
can
be
reached
at
581"I chink there b a real danger par- sirens blaring. Several srudents were look through che logistics and increasticularly in young individuah carrying on che ground as they noticed a gun- ingly reinforces che importance of 7942 or at bmgarcia@e1u.edu.
Prizes for basketball

game attendance

CAMPUS I ORGANIZATIONS

Students volunteer time to rebuild homes over break
By JOE WOJTYSIAK
Staff reporter
Students with the Newnun Catholic Center were riled during lhanksgiving break.
The people of che Catholic cencer,
along with members of the School of
Americas Watch, protested the U.S.
Anny School ofAmericas at Fore Benning in Georgia.
The military program specialii.cs in
aaining and educating Latin Americans about military and warfare. The
program is inccndcd to foster relations
between the United Scates and Latin American countries, and prepare
)'Oung Latin Americans for military
leadership.
Doris Nording. student volunteer
CX>Ordinaror at the Newman Catholic
Center, attended the protest with cwo
ocher Eastern students.
"We arc standing up for non-violmt solutions," Nording said.
Critics of the program said the studmts arc trained in torrurc techniques
dw arc then used in villages and
UJWns within Latin America, leaving
families and citittns unsafe.
The School of Americas Watch,
ID adw>cacy group, participates in rallb and protests alongside: many other
IChools and religious organizations.
~ Joc:bgen, a sophomore mar~ major, was one of the students
~ Nording on the

iJ.+

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Students helped make a difference over Thanksgiving break by rebuilding homes of poverty stricken families in Kentucky.
trip.
"lhis was the fuse year I wan,"
Joebgcn said. "There was an estimated
20,000 people chis year, which they
said was pretty standard."
The Eastern srudents participated with different faith communities,
such as Sisters of Mercy. with college
groups like Loyola University Chicago
and many others.
"We work with Cafe Campcsi-.

no, selling fair trade cofftt at the
evenc, with all proceeds going to SOA
Watch," Jocbgcn said.
Fair trade producrs give farmers proper wages for their products,
instead of undercharging chem.
"Being there you are pare of this
movement of peace, it's not jusc rallies
or protests, it is an entire peace movement," Nording said.
1he evenc also allowed war veter-

ans and Christian peacemakers co give
public speeches.
A memorial service for those who
have been killed by those rraincd in
the program was also held ac the protest. The crowd chanted and sang the
names of each life taken from eightmonth-old children to mothers,
fathers.. brothers and sisters. Nording
said.
Srudents also participated in the
Christian Appalachian Project over
Thanksgiving break as well.
The Newman Cacholic Center and EJU's Habitat for Humanity organi7.ed the project, which cook
a group of volunteers to che Appalachian Mountains in Kentucky and
worked with poverty stricken fam ilies
to rebuild their homes.
Matthew Schumake, a senior English major and Habitat fur Humanity
member, went on the trip.
"We worked with CAP on two
homes while we were there, rebuilding roofs, installing windows, other
repairs co prepare for winter," Schumake said.
He said the experience was amazing and would recommend it to any
scudenc.
"Ic's jusc as good for the people
who volunteer as it is for the people
you arc: doing it for," Schumake said.
Joe Wo1rysiak can be reached at 5817942 or orjdwo1rysiak@e1u.edu

The second Installment of
"Pack the Place; the residence
hall attendance competition,
will take place Thursday at the
men's basketball game against
Tennessee State in Lantz Arena.
Residents who attend the
basketball game and check in at
the designated table will receive a
free Eastern T-shirt and an athletic
bag.
They will also be entered in a
halftime drawing for an iPod.
The hall with the highest
percentage of its residents in
attendance will win a free pizza
party for participating residents.
If the percentage is not
significant, participants will
receive their own pizza.
Check-In for the competition will
start at 7: 15 p.m. at the student
entrance to the basketball court.
- Compiled by Associare News
Editor Marr Hopf

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristlnai Peters, via:
Phone j 581-7936,
E-mail I DENelc"m11ll.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall
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Gay rights
must be
restored

Other views on news
RESPECTTHEEXPERTS
Ball State U. - What's the point of
having ocpen:s if nobody believes them?
In coday's politicized world, it seems Like
we liscen ro ocpen:s only when they agree
wich us. Case in point: When was rhc lase
time someone who chinks life is intelligcndy designed deferred co a biologist
who has spent decades studying the subject matter? Practically no biologists agree
wich them. Nonetheless, advocates have
created quite an industry our of rejecting
rhc aurhority ofbiologiscs on their own
subjea matter.
Similarly, certain parries, when ir
comes co the marrer ofenvironmencalism, make a living by rejecting ouc of
hand the conclusions of climate science.
Arc rhcy climate scientists themselves?
No. Jusc as a negligible fraction ofbiologisrs disagrees with cvolurion, so a negligible fraction o£dim:u.c: scicntis(S dis·
agm:s with global wanning or climate
change or whatever cbcy'rc cafli~gic now.
What's the big deal, then~ Why do we
as a society rum away from the experts?
After all, you wouldn't insist on doing
your own plumbing because che plumbing ocablishment is wrong, right? Or you
wouldn't cell your electrician, who has
years of training in wiring and circuitry,
chat he's wrong and insisc on doing your
wiring yourself, would you?
"(here may be some insighc there.
Electricians and plumber:; are "workingJoo" -wimess "Joe the Plumber"
of rt.'Cent election fame - but scientists
are generally "elitist academics," shielded from the real world by chc: ivory cower.
And in our society, becau.o;e of our democratic, revolurionary roots, we seem co
have a sore of entrenched anti-elitism.
This is all well and good, except there
arc: cwo types ofelitism: The: first one
- expertise brought about by years and
years ofstudy and hard work - deserves
your respect. The second - plutocratic
elirism bought by inhc:Jiced wealch - does
not. Remember that chc next rime you
arc researching somt.1.hing important.

DtlilyNews

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial Is the majority opinion
of The DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
~

LITTERS TO THE EDITOR
Lerrcrs to the editor can be
submirced ar any time on any topic to
chc Opinions Editor to be published in

'/he Daily Eastern News.
7he DENs policy is co run all leners
chat are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words. Letters co che editor can be
brought in with identification co 7he
DEN at 1811 Buzzard Hall. Letters
may also be submitted electronically
from chc author's EIU e-mail address co
D~O~fu:n. ..........

STAFF EDITORIAL

Leave Gov. Ryan in jail,
Durbin's request ridiculous
Six children died in a blazing car crash in
1994. Their pattncs, Score and Janet Willis,
watched as the justice sysrem did its job in dis·
covering how the truck driver responsible for rhc
accidenc illegally obtained a drivers license.
Consequendy, U.S. Attorney Patrick J. Fitzgerald convicted more than 35 people during a longrerm pay-co-play (licenses-for-bribe) investigation
of rhe Illinois Secretary of State's Office. One of
the convicred was former Gov. George Ryan, but
now Sen. Dick Durbin, D-111., is asking President
Geo'$~ W. Bush to c9mmute rhe federal prison
sentence co time served as an ace of comp~ion.
Ryan has served a licdc more than a year of
his six and a half year sentence on federal fraud,
racketeering and rclared corruprion charges after
being convicted by a jury in 2006. Releasing Ryan
would demonstrate a failure of rhe judicial system,
and reaffirm a belief that Bush is just as crooked
as many of his ousted appointees.
Durbin hinrt.-d at such a recommendacion co
chc president for several weeks and officially submitced a lercer on Monday.
"for chose who would argue chat a commutation makes light of his crimes, it is clear chat he
has already paid a significant price and will continue co do so as long as he lives," Durbin wrote
to Bush. "Justice is a sword chat should be tempered with compassion. Further imprisonment
will not, in my opinion, serve the ends of justice."
According co 7he Associated Press, Durbin said
Ryan "has had much more than a slap on the
wrist" by living with rhc "cloud of his convicrion,"
the loss of most of his pension benefits and being
scparared from his wife, who is in frail health.
Arcicle II, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution
gives rhe president "Power co grant reprieves and
pardons for offenses against the United Scates,
except in cases of impeachment."
The founding fathers had different intentions
for chc pardon than how it's being used now. Alexander Hamilton wrote in the Federalise Papers.
"in seasons of insurrection or rebellion, there arc
often critical moments, when a well-timed offer of
pardon co the insurgents or rebels may restore the
tranquility of the common wealth; and which, if
suffered co pass unimproved, it may never be possible afterwards to recall."
The pardon power was used co mend fcnco with neighbors and bring unity to the nation.
George Washington pardoned leaders of the
Whiskey Rebellion, and Andrew Johnson pardoned Confederate soldiers following the Civil War. In modern times, Jimmy Caner pardoned
chose who had evaded service in the Vietnam War.
Controversial reprieves include Gerald Ford's
1974 pardon of Richard Nixon for his actions in
Watergate and George Bush's 1992 pardons of
six Reagan administration officials involved in the
Iran-Contra Affair.
One of President Bill Clinton's 140 lase day
pardons included Marc Rich, who had Aed the
country on rax· evasion charges, which immedi1 ~~~~c opinion. Some fdc Rich

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Former Gov. George Ryan was federally indicted and convicted on federal fraud,
racketeering and related corruption charges.
• Stance: Sen. Dick Durbin's request for President Bush to commute Ryan's sentence must
not be granted because criminals belong in jail.
bought his pardon wid1 political contributions.
and Clinton was lacer invescigart.-d, to no avail.
lfBush were co Ice Ryan off the hook for his
crimes, the decision would rank among the laccer of our ocamples because crime was committed,
lives were put in danger for a profit and Ryan was
convicted by a jury.
Millions of innocent people drive the roads of
Ulinois every Jay, and Ryan was found to be ultimately responsible for allowing vastly unqualified people co drive very dangerous trucks among
all of us.
Durbin is highly respected and a powerful Democrat in the U.S. Senate, but chis public cry for leniency goes againsc much of whar he's
worked coward. In June 2005, Durbin fought
ferociously against U.S. involvement with war
crimes caking place at Guantanamo Bay (inrerrogacion and torcure).
Granted he stepped coo far in his comparison
of American military co the Nazis, Khmer Rouge,
and Stalinist genocidal maniacs, but his incenc was
to indicare a slip in the U.S.'s integrity.
Commuting Ryan's sentence would further
deteriorate the U.S.'s incegrity because the law of
the land should apply co everyone, no matter their
social, polirical or economic status.
Ryan was convicted by a federal court, and no
information has since been uncovered to refute
chat decision. Therefore, if his guilt is not being
challenged then his sentence should nor be under
review, but does guilt really have anythi,ng to do
with why commutes or pardons are given?
The judicial system muse not falter or be
undermined. Whether it be conurc, receiving
bribes or driving without a valid license, the law
chat prohibits these actions should be imposed to
the fullest extent upon everyone.
Supporters of Durbin's letter co Bush include
current Gov. Rod Blagojevich, who many say is
under federal invescigarion as a result of the Tony
Rczko conviction, and Chicago Mayor Richard
M. Daley, who has had federal investigators looking at his administration's hiring.~ processes for
IJIOre than rwo years.
Lee's nor forger chat former Gov. Jim Thompson was Ryan's attorney. and if one governor cannot prove the innocence ofanother governor, then
guile muse be wdl-dcscrved.
With this many prominent politicians coming to the defense of Ryan, a convicted fdon, then
Illinois' reputation for corruption is thriving and
doing so in a bipartisan atmosphere.
The residents of Illinois deserve justice: don't
lee ~yan go free. Don't lee chose six children die
•
in vein.

My rwo columns about voting aside,
I'm not really one co write about polirical
issues. My friends who arc highly active in
policies know chat engaging me in political discourse is generally a bad idea. I
tend to not take chc conversation seriously ar all and will make horribly offensive
comments about how we should abolish
the traditional rwo-parent family in favor
of a sysrem where children arc raised on
farms separate from society. Eicher l will
cry to be as offensive as possible, or I will
simply disconnect from che conversation,
nodding or shaking my head whenever
it seems appropriate, but the whole time
thinking abour kittens playing with feathers or something.
However, there is something chac has
incensed even me. It prompted me co
arrend my very first proccsc. Ir actually visibly angers ml' when I scare talking
about ir: Proposition 8.
You would have ro have been living
in a cave since Nov. 4 to not know whac
Proposition 8 is. However, if you're nor
aware, let me explain: Proposition 8 was a
proposition on chc ballot in California. It
would place a ban on gay marriage indefinitely, meaning all of che LGBT people who had applied for marriage licenses,
but had not yet received them would not
gee them and all people who had been
married since gay marriage was legalized
in California suddenly found themselves
to be unmarried once again.
If someone could offer me a logical,
well-reasoned, secular explanation for
their belief chat gay marriage is wrong.
then fine. l can accept chat. However,
since I have never heard any argument
chat firs all three of chose criterion, I cannot accept chat gay marriage - or homoscxualiry, for chat macrer - is wrong. All
of rhc arguments l have: ever heard againsc
gay marriage have cicher been irrational,
illogical or have been based on the individual's personal faith. Because not everyone in the United States is of one faith,
the faith argument is inapplicable. Irrational and illogical arguments, by nature,
are inconsequential. So, what is the issue?
Can someone please explain co me why
gay marriage is so offensive co srraight
people? If I meet anocher guy and he and
l cultivace a relationship and, after a few
years, decide to get married, how does
thar demean the institurion of marriage?
How does chat make a heterosexual couple's marriage less valid? Should one not
celebrate each expression oflove he comes
upon in a world of hate?
Proposirion 8 is horrible. l, and many
ochers, do nor like it and are working and
hoping for it to be ovenurned by chc California Supreme Court. As it was a dem·
ocratically-made decision, one's ability to
disagree with it is lessened, since it was
the will of the people, but please. Someone explain why gay marriage is so offensive ro heterosexual people. This whole
column reminds me of a piece of Facebook Aair, and so I will leave you with
chac as we arc on chc cusp of winter break:
Against gay marriage? lhen don't get one
•
and shut up.

]a11m Srrwart is a junior English major.
He can be rrached at 581-7942 orlll
DENopinions@gmiliLcom.
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ulbellevethatth•
central Issue here Is
that of respecting
each other."

"People are going to have their
opinion," said the senior physical
ucacion major. "'There is no need
10 ban the Web site. It is completely
anonymous so ic shouldn't affecr you

foster new growch, according co
lnyart's announccmenc. Through
rhis, chc city is able co concinue on a
pach ofdevelopment, he said.
The city's renovations of high traffic city srrcccs like Fourth Scrccc and
Polk Avenue were also accomplishmenis ouclined in lnyart's announcement. The final touches on the facelift of City Hall will continue inco
che new term as well as the pending renovation project on the Waste
WacerTieitment Plane.
"I think I'm helping, and I would
hope that people see chat," he said.
"I hope (the: vocers) appreciace and
respect the job I am trying co do and
continue ro suppon me."
Inyart said he has no idea what
would happen if he lose the election
co an opponenc, buc wishes the winner would see che progress that had
been done and continue ic.
"I hope che accomplishments che
staff and I have made would concinue on despite my presence...but then
again. I don't plan on losing," he said
as chc smile rerumed co his face.

"I have co pick up some meetings,"
McCann said.
He said he would get co know
more of chc groups on campus
such as Faculty Scnarc, Scudenr
Senate and che Council on University Planning and Budget.
"There arc a Joe of important
issues on our cable," McCann said.
He said the proposed Renewable Energy Center is one major
issue that will be worked on in
hope of finding a solution.
Presidenc Bill Perry said he
picked McCann after asking different groups on campus co describe
what types of characteristics were
needed in an interim vice president for business affairs.
He chen considered the threeco four-month period an interim
would serve, which includes rhe
legislative session.
He said he selccced McCann for
those reasons.
"We are going to be dealing
with some uncertaincy," Perry said.
With Eastern being asked co
hold 2.5 percent of ics state funding in reserve, Perry said it is
importanc co have everyone ready
for the next budget process.
Perry added chc plan is co have
a permanent vice presidenc for
business affairs stare by April l.
A search commiccee is in che
process of a national search for a
permanenc successor for Cooley.
McCann said he applied for the
permanent position.
McCann has served as director
of business services/rreasurer since
June 2006.
McCann has served as a partner
with che accounting firm of Doehring Winders and Co., LLP: as
chief financial officer wich Behnke and Co., Inc., a Decatur insurance firm; and Murphey, Jenne and Jones, now known as Peat
Marwick.
He received his bachelor's
degree in business/accouncing
from Augustana College in Rock
Island.

Krystal Moya can be reached at 5817945 orOl ksmoya@eiu.edu.

Mart Hopf can be reached at 5817942 or at mrhopf@eiu.edu.

- Robyn Paige,
Interim director
of Greek Life

aa person."
Paige does nor think banning any
particular Web sire, such as juicycampus.com, would solve che gieicer
wich chose who post on chc sire,"
problem illuscrared by the posts.
"I chink char if people have an
she said.
interest in engaging in this particuPaige said she hopes chat people who arc posting on chc Web sice
lar behavior, chey would just simply
find another way," she said.
would consider che greaccr impacc
Paige said she feels chis sicc is
of their accions.
just another example of how people
"I would guess chat often people
AMIR PRELUIERG ITME DAILY EAST£RN N£WS
do not chink about the harm chat
share information with one anocher.
"Unforrunacely, ic doesn't appear Juicycampus.com is a Web site that allows any user to go on and post
a simple Internee pose can have on
an individual in the shon and long
that much of what gets posted co rumors about people at their school. Eastern is one of the schools
!his particular Web site is positive," included on the site with comments.
term," she said. "I believe chat the
she said. "This site is only what peoccncral issue here is chat of respcccple make of ic, and it appears chat
Paige said if people would stop
"I believe chat this site only has ing each ocher."
people arc making chis particular reading and responding ro the poses power over the fraternity and soror.Jessica Leggin can be reached at 581site a locacion for negative and often on the site, then chc negativity ity community at Eastern if our
could cease.
untrue scaremencs."
scudencs allow it co be by engaging 7942 or acjmleggin@eiu.edu.

>> Dining
FROM PAGE 1

''Tower is a unique dining room
area being chac most of the items
being served are behind chc serving
lines," Huckstead said. "We have a
much smaller salad bar area than the
other dining cemers, which would
require scudcnc workers co be in an
area where they could also monitor
(dishware) being taken our of chc
dining cencers."
Hudson said cameras being
inscalled in Stevenson would be able
co wacch over students caking dishes.
"Once an employee secs someone
leaving the center with dishes, they
are co go up co chem and give them a
warning," Hudson said. "lc's c:xpensive, and we wane co educate chem."
Because so many dishes have
nor been returned, there are amnesty boxes on each Aoor of Lincoln,
Douglas and Stevenson halls for studencs to anonymously recurn items
chey have cakcn.
Hudson said, about eight years
ago, the dining cc:nters wenc 10 all
plastic, but realized che price was

ustudents need to
understand they need
to work with us
to keep the meal plan
cost down:'
- Mark Hudson,
Housing and Dining director
going up and they do nor want co go
back to that.
"le is disappointing char we are
trying co be more 'carch fiiendly,'
yet ic will end up costing the dining
center and Pancher Dining in general much more money due co the loss
of equipment and ultimately end up
costing che studencs more," Huckstead said.
Right now, Stevenson's dishware
is borrowed from other dining halls.
"Students need co understand
they need to work with us co keep
rhe meal plan cosc down," Hudson
said.
Brmni Garcia can be reached at 5817942 or ar bmgaroo@eiu.edu

>> Inyart
FROM PAGE 1

Inyart said those issues are financial security in the city; the investment and promotion of new commercial, industrial and residencial
construction; and continuing with
improving the city's image chrough
renovation projeccs such as the Wascc
Water Treaonent Plane.
"The biggest issue the new
municipality will face is che results
of the predicted financial downturn
explained by our comptroller ac the
recreac,n Inyart said.
City Comptroller Heather Kuykendall explained thac according co
timeline estimates, smaller cities
would feel the effects of che recession 18 to 24 months after the inicial reports.
Because of chis, Inyart said he
wanes his campaign co emphasii.e
his term's financial preparedness
through "proper planning and 6scaJ
rcscrainc."
The improvemencs co local business and residential areas help to bolscer che Charleston economy and

>> Mccann
FROM PAGE 1
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CITY I MEETING

Council plans public hearing on tax levy
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor
The city council is giving the people of
Charleston a chance to look at the tax levy
that could increase by $396,000 from last
year's rates.
The council approved che execution of
health insurance agreements, placing the city
in charge of the majority of the deductible.
Upon motioning for the ordinance co be
placed on file, the council mentioned there
would be a public hearing ac the next city
council meecing on Dec. 16.
"This is a rouchy rhing char we do,
because it's something we have to do with
very little informacion," said Mayor John
Inyart.
The proposed $3.8 million levy is an estimated levy based on unsolidified numbers
from the equalized assessed evaluation chat
measure property values.
Under che truth in taxation legislation,
the council must provide an estimated levy
before the numbers are secured by the EAV.
However, the increase of 20 percent will
be limited by the PTELL legislation, which
puts limits on property tax caps, and most
likely will be significancly less, according to
the council.
The levy is overestimated in che precedent
of the same practice with last year's levy.

The purpose of this is co encompass all
the new developmem char will have property taxes in che future, Inyart said.
"Without it, we can lose revenue from
property taxes," he said.
The council also approved the execution
of a new health insurance agreement thac
would move the ciry co a similar personal
care option with a self-insured plan.
The switch in coverage co a more ciry-relianc policy was prompted by a surge in rates
from insurance companies across the nation.
Charleston's provider handed che ciry an
increase of 24 percent, most of which would
be carried by the employees.
The increase lies in the median of increase
reported by City Insurance Consultant Steve
Bushue.
"My clients have seen increases ranging
from 15 co 45 percent," Bushue said.
Bushue said the economic downturn and
falling stock market prices have forced the
insurance companies co surge their races.
Bushue and Ciry Manager Scott Smith
said it was in the ciry's beSt interest co adopt
the self-insured plan, keeping the rate relatively the same at a $1.2 million annual expenditure, though it involves some risk
for che dry.
"The risk is when several claims are filed
for the city's limit of $50,000," Bushue said.
"But in a five-year policy, you should have

Insurance consultant for Charleston Steve
Bushue talks to city council members about
the risks of using a self insured program for
the city Tuesday evening at City Hall.

self-insured plan for numerous years and has
been extremely successful.
"We can look co their success and determine chat though chey have had a couple of
bad years since their adoption of the plan,"
Smith said. "The overall effect has taken the
burdeb off the employees."
In other business, the ciry also approved
che concept plans for Ridge Esraces subdivision and Villas on the Prairie independent
senior living development.
Both developments must return to the
Board of Zoning Appeals and Planning and
council before construction.
Two agreements wirh rhe Coles County
regional Planning and Development Commission were also approved.
The first is the annual renewal of the technical assistance services contract for approximately $7,000.
The ocher is che passing of administration
co the CCRPD of che Revolving Loan Fund,
which provides loans to local businesses.
Finally. rhe mayor appointed rwo people
to rhe Parks and Recreation Advisory Board.
Bill Moore and Chris Clayton, both graduates of the Parks and Recreation program
at Eastern, were appointed to fill open positions left by retirees.

only one bad year."
Smith said Mattoon has participated in a

Krystal Moya can be reached at 581-7945 or at
ksmoya@eiu.edu.
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CAMPUS I MEETING

Neighbors of energy center to discuss concerns
Meeting will be set up
for after the holidays

niry on derails of the center.
"They raised several issues in rhe informational meetings," Perry said. "I wanted
co hear those firsthand and decide how we
mighr address them."
Perry said his major objective is co liscen co
the residents.
'Tm nor imposing any particular structure
or chosen group on the front end," he said.
"I want it to be an open invitation and rhen
work with the residents on how to proceed in
terms of the discussions and my getting their
input."
Perry said it would depend on the residents
as ro what is discussed in the meetings.
"In ocher words, T don'r want ro preset an
agenda," he said.
He said some of the concerns were raised
at the information meetings, buc now he
wants co sit, listen and decide how the university might address chose concerns.
At chis inirial meering, Perry said the community would decide how they want to proceed in terms of having another meeting or

By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor
President Bill Perry plans ro meet with the
neighbors of the Renewable Energy Center in
early January to discuss the location, the aestherics and che timeline for the center.
The plans for the Renewable Energy Center, a biomass sream plane, were put on hold
pending further financial analysis and discussions with community members.
Perry said the university plans co send a
letter to all the residents near the site of the
center inviring them all to the meeting.
He said the letter would be sent out in
another week or so.
Perry said the len:er would be sent out to
everyone that received che original set of letters regarding the informational meetings on
the Renewable Energy Center.
When the Renewable Energy Center
was firsr announced, forums were set up co
inform Charleston and the campus commu-

cwo.
The residents will also discuss how they
want Perry ro give chem feedback and when.

"All chose things would be open for discussion, bur I would wanr the meetings co be
concluded in January," Perry said.
Jill Nilsen, vice president for external rclacions, will be helping facilitate che group by
contacting the neighbors, ensuring they know
rime and location and working closely with
Perry in facilitating outcomes of chat conversation.
"The first seep is (Perry) wanes to call the
neighbors together for this meeting and perhaps out of chat meeting would come the
development of a smaller group of people co
continue the discussion," Nilsen said.
This smaller group would depend on rhe
ourcome of the larger conversation wirh all
the residents, she said.
Perry said the formation of a smaller group
would depend on the wishes of the residencs.
Gary Reed, director of facilities, planning
and management, said he expects ro get some
valuable input back from these meetings.
"We'll look at viable ideas char can be
incorporated in the design, and we'll do our
very best to incorporate chose ideas," he said.
Reed said the university would weigh the
advantages and disadvantages of the ideas and

look for a way to tie chem in to the plans.
"My hope is that we come together very
quickly. and we're able co change anything on
the plane's basic design chat would help rhe
citizens support the project better than they
already support it," he said.
Reed said the concerns brought up in
the previous informational meetings are the
things the university wanes co focus on.
"Most of che concerns to me were aesthetics,'' he said. "We can certainly take a look
at what che plant looks like from the exterior but the core mission of the plant stays the
same."
Reed said Eastern has to have a steam
plane.
"Our design based upon a renewable green
energy source is an ourscanding option - a
very great opportunity for us," Reed said.
"1hac won't change. The location is the best
it can be relative co our Campus Master Plan
in chinking. We just need to make it fie a little becrer in with the community, and l chink
chat's going co be very achievable."
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581-7942 or or
eazu/z@etu.edu.

Panther Pantry
we now have doughnuts 4 days a week!
M-W-F

Now Renting 3 Bedroom
Apartmentfqr 2009
Come see us at 1509 S. 2nd ~hind Subway)
•Central NC, Dishwasher, Furnished

• 1.5 baths in each unit

• Free Garage Parking, Assigned Spaces

• Models Open

Stop by or Call for Info & 4/Jpointmettts 345-0936
See our add in campus special

217-511-8314
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CAMPUS I PARKING

STUDENT SENATE I MEETING

Perry to
announce
parking
changes

Five new UB allocations to be presented to senate

Final decision will be
sent in an e-mail
by end of week
By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter

F.ascern officials will announce
their final decision on changes to
campus parking chis week.
Presidenr Bill Perry said the
announcement would be senr by email co studencs, faculty and scaff.
He said, as part of the planning
process, student and employee concerns were caken inco account abour
creating a new campus parking plan.
"Campus input has been bdpful
ac all stages," Perry said.
In Augusr, the CouncU on University Planning and Budget issued
a series of recommended changes co
campus parking ar Perry's request.
Those plans were discussed in rwo
series of campus forums.
Perry said those forums led to
changes in the original proposals.
"As the process bas moved forward
&om the original CUPB recommendations, there have been some changes (and) some recommendations have
nor been adopted," Perry said. "If you
compare the original recommendations with the most recent proposed
actions, you will see the changes."
Those changes include dropping
special parking fees for commuter
students, scrapping plans for salarybased staff parking fees and establishing a parking garage on campus.
CUPS will also discuss the admin~rration's final decision in derail ar i rs
December meeting. said CUPS chair
Diane Jackman.
"Our next meeting is lacer this
momh and ar char time we wUl have
an update on campus parking," Jackman said.

School of Continuing
Education fee
will also be proposed
By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor

Five new allocations for University Board will be presented ac the
Student Senate meeting tonigbc in
the ArcolaJTuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. Universicy
Union.
University Board Special Events
had its additional allocation for
$4,500 for Up All Night: Blue Invasion X-treme Sports pass rhrough
Apportionment Board.
University Board Mainscage
had its allocation for $10,460 pass

through AB unanimously for "Pantherscock," "So You Think You Can
Rap" and Coffeehouse performers/
Open Mic Nights as well.
AB approved a $4.500 allocation for UB Comedy co bring Aries Spears co Eastern, and a $5,235
allocation for UB Productions that
would help certain Registered Student Organizations on campus put
on evencs.
AB granted UB Homecoming
an allocation of $2,350 for additional expenses and the Homecoming retreat this coming spring pass
as well.
The senate will also discuss a line
item transfer for Student Government Copy Services for $300 that
AB approved.
"It is moving $300 from student

payroU co copy service," said Tiffany Turner, student vice presidenr for
business affairs.
Ryan Kerch, student vice president for student affairs, said the senate would have plenty of questions
for UB and its requests.
UB wiU be available ro answer
any questions Student Senate migbc
have about the additional allocations at the meeting.
"Ac chis point, no questions
would be left unanswered," Kerch
said.
Justin Barrett, a Student Senate member, said the UB allocations
would probably pass.
"They are all for very good reasons," Barrerr said. "I'm sure they
will pass."
Two other allocations char were

tabled last week will be voted on.
One was for AB staff payroll for
Laurd Fuqua. The other is for UB
adverrising.
The Tuition and Fee Review
Commirree will present its proposal
on rhe School of Continuing Education fee.
"We will only be voting on
whether or nor we as Student Senate
support chis fee," Kerch said. "No
action would be taken yer."
Another proposal to have the
findings of the Student Relations
and University Development and
Recycling Commirree Fire Extinguisher and Safety Walk will be presented at che meeting as well.
Heather Holm can be reached at 5817942 or haho/m@eiu.edu.

STATE I LAW ENFORCEMENT

FBI agents stage sting to catch corrupt police officers
15 officers charged
with conspiracy to
possess, distribute
cocaine and heroin
The Associated Press

"When drug dealers deal drugs, they ought to be
afraid of the police - not turn to them. for help:'
- U.S. Attorney Patrick J. Fitzgerald

CHICAGO Duffel bags both.
stuffed with cocaine were delivered
Bur the most spectacular preby plane co an ouc-of-cbe-way sub- tending was done by rbe federal
urban airport whUe rwo sheriff's agents themselves.
The pilots of the airplane were
officers provided security.
A police officer stood by co guard not drug runners but undercover
the cash and keep out the riffraff agents.
So were the gamblers who busiar a high-stakes poker game where
ly played hand after hand of high$100,000 changed hands.
And a drug dealer was cold squad srakes poker - all for show.
cars marked "sheriff' and "sherThe drug broker who squired the
iff's police" might be available on a officers ro the airport co pick up rhe
"freelance" basis co provide protec- duffel bags was an agent.
So was the drug dealer who
tion for his deliveries.
Such rales of law enforcement stuffed the bags in his Mercedesgone awry emerged from court Benz.
U.S. Arcorney Patrick J. Fitzgerpapers Tuesday as federal prosecutors unveiled a series of elaborate ald said he was dismayed t0 find
sting operations aimed at officers chat so many law enforcement offiwho hired out co ride shotgun for cers bad "sold our cheir badge.~
"When drug dealers deal drugs,
drug deals and other criminal activities.
they ought to be afraid of the
Fifteen officers and two other police - nor turn co chem for hdp,"
men who had pretended to be law Ficrgerald cold a news conference.
enforcement officers were charged
Officials also paid homage co an
Joe Asuouski can be reached ac 581- wirh conspiracy to possess large unnamed FBI agent who moved
7942 or atjmastrouski@eJu.edu.
amounts of cocaine or heroin or into a business in south suburban

Harvey more than a year ago and
set up shop as a drug broker.
He soon attracted the attention
of rhe police and the corruption
grew, authorities said.
They said the agent was sent in
under cover because over che last
several years there have been reports
of police corruption in southern
Cook County, including the Harvey police department.
An investigation inro allegations of robbery, excorrion, narcotics offenses and weapons distribution is ongoing, they said.
111ose charged included 10 Cook
County sheriff's correctional officers, four suburban Harvey police
officers and one Chicago police officer.
The two others claimed to be law
enforcement officers bur were not,
federal officials said.
All 17 defendants were charged
wirh conspiracy to possess and discribure cocaine or heroin or both.
Fourteen were arrested or sur-

rendered Tuesday, and were being
immediately brought before U.S.
Magistrate Judge Michael Mason.
Two - Ahyetoro A Taylor, 28, of
Joliet and Jermaine E. Bell, 37, of
Lynwood, both Cook County sheriff's officers - are on active duty
with Army National Guard unics in
Afghanistan.
Warrancs were issued for their
arrest.
If convicted of conspiracy to
possess and distribute more than
five kUograms of cocaine or one
kilogram of heroin, those charged
would face a manpafor;; JP.inimwn
sentence of 10 years and a maximum of life.
The maximum fine would be $4
million.
Cook County Sheriff Tom Dart
called the alleged behavior "absolutely reprehensible."
"The responsibility of watching over jail inmates is an important one and it's a shame these men
didn't rake char responsibility more
seriously," he said in a statement.
Each of chose charged has been
suspended with pay pending a hearing next week, where officials will
request they be suspended without
pay, Dart said.
"Thar step will then lead to a
request for termination," he said.

REDUCED PRICE, FULLY FUR..'11SHED,AWESO:ME LOCATIONS,
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SPENCE'S
ON
JACKSON ...
CRAZY CHRISTMAS SWEATERS!
GIFT CERTIFICATES
LOTS
OF COOL STUFF
345-1469
TUESDAY-SATURDAY 1pm-5pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1214

Like new, HP computer and desk.
Paid over S600, asking for $420.
508-6344
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
FOR SALE: National franchise,
The Great American Bagel.
Turnkey operation priced way
below value. Call Professional
Advantage Realto~. 217-2596605, ask for Bob.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15
Totally renovated 3 or 4 Bedroom,
3 Bath House near campus for
sale. See at www.corrieappraisal.
com/917Astreet.

_________ 00

A ltttle bit of Country in Town!
Largebuildinglotw/allcityutilities.
See at www.corrieappraic;al.com/
Douglasstreet.

_________ oo

•

help w3nted

Delivery per.on wanted parttime. Apply in per.on alter 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1214
Need a babysitter? Experienced
sitter, work nights & weekends,
te,1ching major. Call Rachel for
details or interview. 309-3385754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/10
!Bartending! Make up to $250/
dayl No experience neces~ary,
training provided. 1-800-9656520. ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
Accepting
appltc;ition
for
advertising sak>s rt•ps JI the Daily
Eastern News. S.1les experience.
lnDesign experience. frt>shman
or o;ophomorc level. Apply m
Buzzard Hall Rm 1802.

_________ oo
f

~

roommatt?S

NEED ROOMMATES? UNIQUE
PROPERTIES
IS
LOOKING
FOR ROOMMATES TO FILL
BEDROOMS IN SEVERAL OF
OUR LOCATIONS ALL VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FULLY
rURNISHED, WITH REDUCED
RATES CALL !217)345-S022
www.unique-propert1t'5.nct
-------~12115

Female roommate for 5 !xi. house
$250 2 blks. irom EIU campus WI
0, internet hookup 3 Bathrooms
plt>nty of parking if intere5ted call
217-868-5535

•
Female sublessor for Spring 2009.
Newly remodeled 1 bedroom
in 2 bedroom apartment. Fully
tumished with OW; $375 month.
Water and trash included. Call
618-793-2514 evt'llings. ,
1213

subJessors

Female Sublet. 1 bet. in 3 bd.
house AIC W/D 280/mo. plus
utilities. Call Amanda (630) 3640092
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/4
Sublessor net'ded!I Large one
bedroom
apartment,
Spring
semester, next to campus, no pets.
Call Kristen 847-421-7112
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/5
Sublessor needed!! Large 2 bd.
Apt. Priced for one. Located 4th
and Polk for <.pring 08' call Tim
847-732-4778
_ _ _ _ _ 12/8
Female roommate needed. Spring
09. Right next to campus. 1525
3rd St. WfD, $350fmonth, plu\
utility. 217-313-7029.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

'

'

for rent

Live at Campus Pointe for $350...
$50 below cost! 618-662-4400 or
618-843-4411
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/03
2 BR at 2152 11th St. New,
modem, close and quiet. www.
gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1214
5 BR. 3 Bath house. 2160 11th
St. All new with everything. 1 1/2
blocks to campus and great yard
www.gb;idgl·rrentals.com 3459595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/4
2 story, 5 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath.
Comer of Harrison and 6th SI.
$280 per tenant per month. 217649-6508. K~ler Odle Properties
LLC
~~-----1215
New rnn~truct1on for '09 ~chool

year: 3 BR 3 Bath duplex east of
campus. 217·345-5832 or www.
RCRRt•ntaluom

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1215

Fall 2009. I block irom campu~.
3 lxJdroom. $250/person. Pets
negotiable. Ofi street parking.
217-766-6189. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/5

1 Bedroom apartments ea~t of
campus, completely remodeled,
available for 09-10 school
year. 217-345-S832 or www.
RCRRentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/S

f

}

from campus. Central air, WfD,
attached garage $280/person 10
Mo. lease 348-0394
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112
GREAT LOCATION: Completely
remodeled 3 bedroom home
directly across from Rec Center.
Rent includes power, water,
cable, internet, & trash! $425 per
pe™>n. Available August 1, 2009.
Call 549-5296
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15
Roommate needed immediately
for Spring '09. Ch<',1p rent, few
blocks from campus. 618-5533064.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

APARTMENT TO RENT FOR
SPRING '09! LOCATED RIGHT
NEXT TO CAMPUS, FULLY
FURNISHED, AND SPACIOUS
FLOOR
PLANS.
UNIQUE
HOMES PROPERTIES, (217) 3455022
www.unique-properties.
net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115
NOW LEASING FOR 09-10
SCHOOL
YEAR!
UNIQUE
PROPERTIES
1
BEDROOM
DUPLEXES
LOCATED
AT
1304 4TH T. A & B. GREAT
LOCATION. CALL TODAY TO
SEE THEM! !217)345-5022 OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE, WWW.
unique-properties.net
-------~12/15

2 bedroom apt available for spring
2009. Gas, trash, water included.
$350 each. Call :w;.9422.
-------~12115

Renting 2009-2010, 1 and 2
lxJdroom apts. Close to campus.
Gas, trash, water included. $350$375. Call 345-9422.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

House for Rent!I spring 09/Fall
09 and spring 10. 6 hedrooms, 5
open. 3 bathrooms. full laundry
room, living and dining room.
$395/ month. call (2171 4963084

Apartmt>nt for rent: 1 hedroom
available Dec. 19th. New Carlyle
Apartments, 3 blocks from
c;impus. 1308 Arthur Ave., 11. WI
D & dishwasher, trash includ<'<l
$495/MO. 217-825-3301
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112
FALL '09: 5 Bedroom home .1t
2003 1Oth. Washer/Dryer, trash,
and lawn mcluded. No pt'ls.
$350/perwntmonth.
345-5037
www.chuddownrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/12
JANUARY '09: 2 Bedroom
home. Washer/Dryer, trash, and
lawn included. No pets. $300/
person/month. 345-5037 www.
chucktownrentals.com
_12/12
09"-lCYilbedrot
ouse.3blocks

~--------00
3 & 4 Bedroom 2 Bath Ap15. with
Brand NEW Furniture! WfD and
Dishwashers included! $350 per
person. 217-345-6100
www.
jbapartments.com

------~~ 12115

1 BR luxury apt. at 1518 ht St.
www.gb.1dgerrentals.com 34'>9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

-------~12/15

Brittany Ridge Townhouse: Fall
Q<J-10. 3 people, dishwasher,
w/d, $275/mo. Include. trash.
reduced rate tor spring 09. (708)
254-0455
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/6
2009-10: 6BD/2.S bath house at
1525 lst St( 1/2 block from Lantz)
call 345-3148 or visit www.
pantherpads.com for details.
_________00
5 or 6 bd. houS<' 4·RENT next
fall 09' close to campus. No Pets.
345-6533
00
Oose to camr
3A BR house
for
2009-2010.'• Wa5het/ •

rent

for rent

-~-------00
1 bedroom. extra large apartment.
Available December 16th. Cat
okay. Ideal for a couple. $365 a
month. 743 6th St 345-612 7 or
508-6596.

NOW LEASING FOR 09-10
SCHOOL YEAR! I, 2, AND 3
BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE AT
GREAT LOCATIONS! CALL
TODAY TO SEE THEM! UNIQUE
HOMES PROPERTIES, 1217) 345S022
www.unique-properties.
net

FALL '09: 3, 2 BR HOUSES; 2 BR
2 BA APTS., 1026 EDGAR. 3485032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

}

Drier, AIC wl heat pump, new
carpet, 10-12 month lease, $315
per person. 217-549-5402

5 BR 2 Bath Newly rt>modeled
houc;e. WID, AIC. Large rooms.
Gre,1t location. S 12th St. 5084343
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

2 BR APT. across from Buzzard'
Doudna buildings. www.eiuapts.
com 345-2416

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1215

f

for 1ent

~------00

SUMMER/FALL '09: 1, 2, & 4
BR ApK, numerous locations.
Appliances included. S250$495/MO. Ph 348-7746. WWW.
Charl~toolLApts.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 SR iumished apt, trash & water
included. $265/mon. AND 4 BR
Townhouses, 2 1/2 bath, W/D.
Trash included. 348-5427or 5491957

--------~oo

HOUSES: 2, 3, 4, 5 bedrooms.
Washers/dryers, dishwasher.-., air.
Close to campus. 345-6967

______oo

RECENTLY REMODELED. 5
bedroom, 2 bath hou~. Clo..c
to campus. D1~hwasher, washer/
dryer, central air. 345-6967

_________

()(}

NOW RENTING FALL '09. EARLY
BIRD SPECIALS Brittany Ridge
Townhou<;e<;, 3-4 bedroom\.
Refrigerator, \love, water, trash,
central air. 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _00
EIU Students, we have the pl.Ke
for you! 1812 9th St. offers 1,
2, 3, 4 BR apts. They are fully
tum1shcd and updated. Parking
and trash included, laundry on
prt'l111ses, and dusk-to-dawn
security lighting. locally owned
for 14 years. Please call to
<.chedule a showing. 348-0673,
leave a mL..,sage.
_________00
AFFORDABLE
APARTMENTS
cl<>'>C to campus ior guys or girl,.
Studio, 1, 3, 4 bedrooms. 3456967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
3 & 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apts. We
have thl' BEST for LESS! W/D and
Dishwa\hPrs included! $325 per
J>C™>n 217-345-6100
WWW.
jbapartrnents.com
--------~00.

GUYS! GIRLS! GREAT RATES!
Houses close to campus:
2,3,4,5,6,7 bedrooms.
All
appliances including dishwashE>rs
and wa,hers/ dryers. 345-6967.

_________oo

VILLAGE RENTALS 2009·2010
RentJls. 1 & 2 BR apts, 1 &4 BR
houses. Call 217-345-2516foran
appointnlf~nt.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Driftwood apartment ior rent. 2
bedroom for Fall '08. Spe<tal
pricing: S550 per month. 217·
276-4509.

_________oo

For Rent: 5 and 6 bedroom houses
one block off campus on 7th St. 4
bedroom apartment and studios
available. Call 217-728-8709.
00
Forle36e:09·10.2and4Bedroom

~.Q.iinpieteviewingatblhi.

f

'

for rent

org or 217-273-0675
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
We Have the Unit for You! Royal
Heights 1509 S. 2nd 3br/1.5ba
Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd
waterfint/cable Lynn-Ro 1201
Arthur 1,2,Jbr w/d 1n all units.
Stop by office at 1509 S. 2nd or
call 345-0936 lsrozek@aol.com
_________00
YOU CAN'T GET ANY CLOSER!
Park Place Apartment is renting
for Fall 2009. 1,2 and 3 bedroom
furnished apartment. We have the
size and price to fit your needs.
Stop by 715 Grant Ave, # 101 or
call 348-1479 ParkPl,1ceMgmt@
aol.com

_________

()()

EXCELLENT LOCATIONSbedroom apartments available
August 2009. www.ppwrentals.
com 348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.
COM

_________oo

Ladies: Large 5, 6, and 7 BR
houses, 1/2 block from campus.
10 MONTH LEASES www.tejrentals.com 345-5048
_________00
FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES
AND TOWNHOUSES. All
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION. CALL
217-493-7559, OR VISIT US AT
wwvv.myeiuhoml'.com.

_________oo

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW SHOWING 2009-2010
2,3,4.5,6,7,8
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES,
HOUSES. VIEW PROPERTIES AT
WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR CALL
217-345-621 o.
------·~---00
WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON.
3 BR. AWAY FROM CAMPUS.
BOTH WITH APPLIANC[S, wro.
TRASH. PHONE 345-7244, 6490651

_________oo

Large 1 bedroom, five blocks from
Old Main. WID. $175/month. No
pets. 273-1395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Effie iency, clo-.e to campus, $325/
month, including utilities, NC.
Male only, no smoking. no pets.
345-3232, days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three
Bedroom Apartnwnts, two blocks
from Old Main, starting at $350/
MO. 217-549-1060
_________00
Excellent location. 2 bedroom
apt\, All mclu,ivc. Great Rates.
273-2048 Pet Friendly
-----~---00
1 Bedroom House across from
Buzzard. All N<wl Great for
Couple! 1921 9th St. $550/600
per month. www.jl"fl~nrentals.
com 345-6100

_________

()(}

Large 1 bedroom apt~. Very close
to campus. Everything included.
273-2048. Pet Friendly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Available Jan 1st. 1 BR apt. Water
and trash included, off street
parking. Buchanan St. apts. 345-

f

}

for rer 1

1266

_________00
AVAILABLE
SPRING
2009,
DISCOUNTED RENT! Nice 3
bedroom house. CA, WID, bar,
off-street parking. Call 217-202·
4456

_ _ _ _ _ _00

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus
Pointe Apartments offers 2 and l
bedr\)()111~ with individual leases
AND roommate matching. Ow
rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERNET, WATER, SEWER,
AND TRASH. Plus, we give you
$60-$75 toward your monthly
electric billl!! •.. AND THAT'S
NOT All! We have a 24-how
clubhou-;e that offers a tanning
bed. fitness center, game room,
and computer lab with unlimited
printing. CALL 345-6001 or visit
www.apartmentseiu.com today!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

LOOKING FOR A BARGAINl
BRITTANY
RIDGf
TOWNHOUSES: 3-4 bedroom,
$200 pip. Refrigerator, stove,
water, tra~h. central air. 2347368

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

WWW.JENSEN RENTALS.COM
---~-----00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS:
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533

_________00
New Four Bedroom Apartmrots.

Extrt>melyClosetoCampus.Across
from Lantz. Fully Furnished. $400'
month. Grantview Apann•...-.34S-3353.
Umwrsity Village: 4 bedr
hou\es, $450/per person.
utilities included. 345-1400

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
FALL 09-10: 1. 2 & 3 BR. A
PLENTY
PARKING. BUCHANAN
APTS. CALL 345-1266.
1,2, 3, and4 hedrooms. Tra\11
panung included. Great loca
Call 217-345-2363.

apartmt•nts. Washer &
included. 1-2 blocks
campus. (217)493-7559
myeiuhome.com

Eff1cienc1e5, 1,2, and 3
All utilit1e5, cable. and
included. 2 34-7368

1

3 BR apt. for lease. 1051
St. No pets. 345-7286,
jwill1amsrentals.com
2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1
and 1041 7th St. No pets.
7286, www.jwilliam:.rental.
Houses for '09: 3, 4, 5,
BR. Close to campus, I
parking. fl<? pets. 345-7286,
jwill1amsrentals.com

SPORTS

ors persisred for rwo years
uld eventually inherit the
rs' swimming program
Padovan.
said he knew coming back
le.non would present chalwith transitioning rhe
ers from Padovan's philosoto his.
'tially nervous, Bos said he is
gnow.
ow we've had a couple
s, I don'r think of ic ar all,"
said. "I focus on rhe ream and
ing rhe individual while
g (the history) aside."
1rh rhe passage of a few
, Padovan, who coached
2 years and now has Eastern's
named afrer him, noticed rhe
crs have made a smooth
tion from his philosophy co
cy fully accepted his philosbccause ir is working," Padosaid. "The kids bought inro

uansicion.
Honestly, the transition was
ther than I anticipated," Bos
"Knowing Ray and talki11g
m for years, I knew the areas
rk on and improve. Ir has
quicker co change acricudes
work ethics. The reams we are
ming in meecs are really fast,
t motivates (the Panthers) co
ue swimming well."
Scmor Bre"nc Noble has noticed
difference between Padovan

Bos.
Padovan had a more easy-going
ut while Bos pushes the
mers more physically.
e do more now that is
cd of us," Noble said. "Our
has stepped up co the chaland meet the requirements
tt's program ."

Sophomore Man Scaliacine said
Bos is concentrating more on specialcy-orienred events.
For example, Scaliatine is an
cxpcrc breasrstroker, so he praccices char scroke more frequently.
He said there are benefits to
this rraining method.
"It builds the endurance during che season," Bos said. "When
the championship pan of the season comes at che end of the year as
yards are cut, it won't be a shock
to work back up."
Most of the swimmers, Padovan noted, are swimming lifetime
bests or near chose marks midway
ch rough che season because of Bos'
training.
He said that usually happens ar
year's end.
"Even rhough I had no input,
Mace was rhe individual I was
interested in co replace me," Padovan said. "When he came in, I
rhough: chey hired someone becrcr than che guy going out, and it's
been that way so far."
One area of improvemenr Bos
has realized is the need to recruit
divers.
Eastern's women's team has four
divers (two recently joined) and
rhc men's team has zero.
With no divers, the men's ream
cakes a hit in meet points because
of a lack of participation and purs
them at a disadvantage.
Bos said he is looking co hire a
full-rime diving coach in addirion
co recruiting two to three male
divers for next year co close the
poinr deficit.
'fransitioning from one coach
co another is always difficult.
However, it has been a smooth
one under Bos.
Another year under Bos' rigorou~ training along with his firsc
recruiting class will help the Panthers progress in a new era of
Eastern swimming.
Bob Ba1eK can be reached at 581
7944 or at rrba1ek@ew.edu

m<e $585/month. 217-276-4509
BA DUPLEX.
LOCATION. WASHER/
DISPOSAL

~----- 00

2 Br apartment\ on the square All
111Cluded ex< cpt clt'Ctnc1ty. $475ull 234-73&8
00
4 bedroom apts $600-$700 per
6 to choose from. Call 234-73&8.
1-------00
4 bedrooms. Extremely c I~ to
Great Price! (2171 254 0754

------00
, 2 hlcxk' from campu\I WI
! $350 Pach. 2009 B 11th St.

- - - - - - - - 00
Lincolnwood
P1netree
Apanments
rentmg studio, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms tor
2009/2010. Very close to campus and
attordable rent Call 345-6000. Email
LmcPmeApt@consolidated.net.

_ _ _........._ __ _ 00

Lmcolnwood Pmetree Apartments has
apartment' available 1or January 2009
Call 345-6000. Email LmcPineAp1@
con.;ohdated.net.
------~~00

FALL '09: 2 bE-droom 1.5 bath apartment
Ct'ntral Air, W/D, Dishwasher, Walk in
closC>ts. No Pets $275 per person 1017
Woodlawn. 348-3075

--------00
FALL '09: J bedroom house. CIA, WID,
Dishwasher, Lg room. No Pe~. $350 per
JX'N>n. 1510 B street. 348-3075

--------00
10 school yc.u. 3·6 bedroom
Washei: dryer, NC., off \treet
10 month lease. Call 273-1395.

00

FALL '09. 2 bedroom 2 bath apartment.
W/D, CIA. Large kitchen with spac100\
room and big closets No Pets. $300-$325
per per-0n. 1520 and 1521 C street. 3483075

- - -- - - - - 0 0

AdrmssK>n to Team<'r Education Meeung. Wed, Dec. 3 2008 5:00-5:30
1 Buzzard Hall Auditorium. Students must ionnally apply for Uniwrs1ry
to Teacher Education. Thi~ i\ done by attending a meeting. StudPnts who
previously applied must attend Registration is not required.
----12/l

>> Conference
FROM PAGE 12
The Cougars won a Division I
men's soccer championship in 1979
and have more than 470 wins in
school history.
Eastern has noc played rhe
Cougars since 1996 and is 8-134 all-rime againsc them. SIUE finished the 2008 season with a 5-81 record.

Ho'W3.rth said SIUE has done
a good job rransirioning co Division I and because che Cougars arc
on a "fast track" they will put more
emphasis on their soccer program.
Flanders has even more experience with che MVC. He is a 1994
graduate of Illinois Seate and was a
three-year lener winner for the Redbirds as a midfielder. He also was an
assistant coach at Bradley for four
seasons.
He said che process of joining the MVC scarred lase February

when he and Cenrral Arkansas' athletic director mec with rhe coaches and athletic directors from the
MVC schools.
"We sar down with chem and
showed chem our budgets and
numbers and about our school,"
Flanders said.
He said he learned earlier chis
week rhe ream would join che conference.
Dan Cusack can be reached at 5817944 or or dscusack@e1u.edu.

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

~be Newlork itimts
Crossword
ACROSS

Edited by WiH Shortz

No. 1029

s1 "Look_

hands!"
Jerry's sitcom
neighbor
s2 It may be
minimum
6 Part of C.S.A:
Abbr.
s5 Paste's partner
10 Winter hrs in St
S6 South American
Louis
flower
l 3 John who played 59 Trireme tool
Gomez Addams 60 Police weapon
14 "The Cloister
61 Like krypton
and the Hearth" 62 Like some grins
novelist
63 Last team
15 Pal of Tarzan
managed by
16 Meteor shower
Casey Stengel
1e Scand land
64 What subjects
19 Low on the Mohs
and verbs should
scale
do
20 "Bingo!"
21 In romance
DOWN
poetry, a frequent 1 Play ammo
rhyme for June
2 Capital of
22 Country bowers
18-Across
26 Ftfe and Frank
3 Schoolteachers'
28 Languishes
break area
29 Suffix with reflex
" Moneymaking
30 Fought
activity
J.- Southeast Asian
s 1969 Three Dog
35 Online activities
Night hit
31 Org. 1n "Michael
6 Falcon's home
Collins"
1 Lead role
38 Georgian's
e School's Web
neighbor
suffix
41 In reference to
9 Band with the
~1 Square thing
1993 hit "Man on
the Moon"
44 Most dismal
10 Lake rental,
46 Farm towers
maybe
so Shade at a
swimming pool
11 Animal's trail
1
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PUZZLE BY STEVUI LZISSER

Fork-tailed fliers
1• "Lady Love•
singer Lou
11 Like Felix
Unger's room
21 Computer game
set on an island
23 Susan of "L.A.
Law"
24 Links positions
2s Bundy and Katine
26 Gaucho's weapon
21 Wing-shaped
30 Hardly ruddy
31 Holey confection
32 lustful god
33 Blowgun ammo
1s "Ta-ta!"
12

36
39

"°
~1
42
44

45
46

47

48
49

Flag's position, at s3 Richard of "Bee
times
Season·
Actress Samms
Super_ (old
game product)
S4 One-named
Companion of
artist
scientia
Presenting
unfairly
56 Convenience
Blood drive
store
attendee
convenience
SchOnberg's
"Moses und
Glen Bell's fast
s1 Al Capp's Daisy
food
Add up to
Cowboy who
rode Champion
Initiates cruelly
ss Narrow inlet

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 .49 a minute. or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share lips· nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: r.iytimes.com/learningtxwords.
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL I NOTEBOOK

Edwards' assists push Eastern to season hig
By scan RICHEY
Sports Editor

Eastern senior guard Megan
&!wards had seven assists in the
Panthers 73-50 win against Mississippi Valley State on Saturday at
the Courtyard Marriott Florence
Thanksgiving Classic in Cincinnati.
&!wards' seven assists - tied for
her season high - were part of a team
high in assists for the Panthers. Eastern had 22 assists on its 28 made
fidd goals.
The Panthers' previous season
high for assists was 18, which was set
three times in wins against Miami
(Ohio), Southern Methodist and
SaV211nah State.
Eastern head coach Brady 'Sallee said &!wards did a good job of
working the ball into the post to
senior forward Rachd Galligan. Galligan had 18 points against Mississippi Valley State.
Sallee said the Panthers' passing abilities were nccdcd against the
Dcvilenes.
"lhey were playing wne, and we
knew we were going to have to move
the ball and execute," Sallee said.
·aearly, we're a team that needs to
execute to score when we want to."
&!wards has 33 assists through
seven games this season. The Des
Plaines nativc's 4.7 assists per game
ranks her second in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Only Austin Peay freshman guard
Emily Pollock has more assists per
game (6.0) than &!wards. Pollock
has 30 assists through five games.

Guffey goe5 off

against Colonldo Stade
Munay State senior guard Amber
Guffey has scored 133 points chis
season.
Thirty-six of chose points - one
shy of her career high - were scored
in me Racers' come-from-behind victory against Colorado State on Saturday in the Coors Rocky Mountain
Invitational in Fon Collins, Colo.
Guffey, who earned all-tournament honors, scored 21 of her 36
points in the fim half against the
Rams.
She shot 57.9 percent from the
fidd in three games (two wins) last

wcdc.
The Albany, Ky., native leads me
OVC in scoring (22.2 ppg), is tied
for fifth in the league in fidd goal
percentage (.500) and is founh in
the conference in assist-to-rumovcr
ratio (1.1).
"Ashley Hayes and Amber Guffey
arc doing what's expected of them,"
Munay State head coach Rob Cross
said. "They're playing well."
Hayes, a senior guard and return·
ing OVC Player of me Year, is second in the conference in scoring
(19.7 ppg).
Moicfiead State head coach Mike
Bradbury said dealing with Hayes
and Guffey is a challenge.
"They beat us by, I don't know,
30 points or something in our last
game of the year, and the cwo people who did most of the damage arc
back," Bradbury said. "Hayes and
Guffey, obviously, arc two of the cop
five players in our league."

ALYCIA ROOCEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN
Senior guard Megan Edwards looks to drive around a Miami (Ohio) defender during the Panthers' 82-74 win
against the Redhawks on Nov. 14 at Lantz Arena. Edwards leads the Panthers with 4.7 assists per game and Is
third on the team in scoring with nine points per game.

Eagles have Hrly IHd

In season mndlngs
Morchead State has put togcther the OVC's top non-conference
record wich four wins in its first six
games. The Eagles have a half-game
lead on Southeast Missouri (3-2).
Morehead State is undefeated ac
home with wins against Ohio, Saint
Louis, SIU &iwardsvillc and Texas-Arlington. The Eagles' two losscs have come on the road against
Duquesne and Marshall.

"Looking at what Morchead's
done non-conference, I think (Bradbury) has done a phenomenal job
there," Cross said. "They have some
quality wins at home."
Bradbury said he didn't think his
team was ready to open the season
on the road against Duquesne.
"I think we've improved since the
beginning of me season - cspccially
since the Duquesne game where we
were outclassed and ouanaiched in
that game," he said.

Bradbury said that growth
shown his team it can be compcti
in the OVC, which was som ·
he said was a goal for his team.
"We can be better this year,
hopefully we can compete a little
against the top half of the I
Bradbury said. "Quite frankly,
weren't competitive last year. I
we're moving in me righrdircction.
Scott Richey can be reached at
7944 or or srrichey@eiu.edu.

WOMEN'S.BASKE'l'BAl!L; I SPOTLIGHT

Unique practices help Panthers prepare for opponent
Male competition
simulates size, strength
of Panthers' foes
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter

The Eastern women's basketball
team has a lot of size.
The Panthers have 6-foot-2 senior
forward Rachel Galligan, 6-foocl senior forward Lindsey Klucmpcrs, 6-fooc-l junior forward Maggie
Kloak and 6-foot-2 junior forward
Marie Baker.
They also have a lot of speed, featuring senior guards Ellen Canale
and Megan &!wards as well as junior
guards Ashley Thomas and Dominique Sims.

They have the skill sets of teams
they will play against.
Unforcunatdy for the: Panthers,
practicing against players their own
si7.c and speed can only get chem so
far.
Panthers' head coach Brady Sallee and his coaching staff have: found
a new opponent co practice against
to simulate the size and strength the
Panthers will face throughout the
season: men.
"We've been practicing against
guys for a couple of years now," Sallee said. "It's a pretty regular practice across D-1 schools, and we take
advantage of it. Abouc two years ago
we had the program at the point
where working against speed and
quickness and strength will benefit
us."
Sallee said assistant liead coach

Lee Buchanan gets ':a group of six or
seven guys together through putting
fliers up in the Student Recreation
Center as well as spreading word in
Physical &iucacion classes.
Sallee said all of the guys who
patticipatc come in on a volunteer
basis, and chey muse clear the same
academic eligibility process as any
athlete in order co panicipatc.
Senior forward Rachel Galligan
said playing against guys helps the
team when they get in game situations.
"It's one thing going against Maggie and Marie every day and we definitdy push each ocher, but going
against men, it causes you to try and
play stronger and work harder and
that carries over to me games," Galligan said. "Playing against opponents
in me Big East and Big Ten, WC

know we've played against their si7.c
in practice and that hdps us a lot."
Galligan has matched up against
Illinois' 6-foot-3 junior center Jenna Smith and Cincinnati 6-foot-3
senior forward Jill Stephens already
this season.
Sallee said the ccam enjoys the
competition and the test they face
every time they scrimmage against
the guys.
"We use it to work live in scrimmage situations," Sallee said. "We
usually have them come in for 30
minutes and let us work on whatever we need to - have them run whatever we need them co run. It hdps
with me speed of the game and the
strength it takes. It's a real benefit to
us.
"Most of the time we hold our
own."

According co Galligan, the
the team practicts against have
lctic backgrounds as many of
played basketball, football or
sports either at the high school
cl or ac another level. She said
never keep score when scrimm
the guys but often work on en
game scenarios.
"We'll simulate end of gaJDC:
uations where we'll be down by
or up by four, but I'd say
definitely can hold our own;
ligan said. "We get them a lot
our offense because they don't
whac we're running, and we
open shots. On (defense), as I
we're being active and mo ·
fo:t, we can stop chem too."
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ommerfeld settling into new job
coach has
making
es to program

a.m. practice three days a week
of the biggest changes sophoduower Tyler Arnholt noticed
a new coach this year.
head track coach Tom
said when Jessica Sommcrfdd
die new assistant head coach
's track program, there was
'tion that had to take place.
ne, the kids and the sea.ff
were a licde apprehensive at
use we were going &om the
to the unknown," Akers said.
die transition with the coaching
has been seamless. She jwnped
hit the ground running and is
a great job."
said the athlcces are still
to the change.
en volume and intensity of
ts changed a bit, I think some
were a little weary of chat," Akers
•But after seeing how they have
because of it they are a litre accepting."
ng with holding an early
practice for the throwers,
cld said she has definirely
pushing the achlercs harder than
might have been used to.
is a linle rough for the kids
because they are used to doing
a certain way, bur we are getthere," Sommerfeld said. "I am
ing to stop pushing. They are
g and learning. Ir just takes
· r Kandace Arnold said the
· · n for her has been difficulc

le is coming off a solid
campaign in which he finin the rop five 27 times.
said his success last season
given him confidence for this

R0881E WR08l£WSl(J ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Track and field assistant head coach Jessica Sommerfeld looks on as sophomore thrower Dominique Turner practices in Lantz Fieldhouse Tuesday
afternoon. Sommerfeld joined the Panthers after coaching two seasons at Texas Christian and three seasons at South Dakota State.

coach Mary Wallace) recruited us and
brought us in and made us so comfortable," Arnold said. "When we
got che new coach, she had a whole
different way of doing things and a
whole different attitude. Bur I knew
from day one she was going co make
us bener right away."
And she has.
Sommerfdd said there were a
number of athletes chat improved

from where they were at chis time lase
year.
In the Turkey Trials helCl Nov. 20,
Arnold set meet records in both the
20-pound weight throw and the shot
put.
Freshman Tasha Buchmiller said
she has high expectations for the season.
"My expectations are really high
because we have a lot of ralent, and

we have a great coach constantly
pushing us co do better and helping
us every step of the way," she said.
Sommerfeld said she lovcsl rhe
Panthers' facilities and being able to
have a set practice schedule ar Eastern.
She coached for rwo seasons at
Texas Chriscian and rhrce seasons at
South Dakota State before coming co
Eastern.

"The facilities were not char great
at South Dakota State, and practice
times were all over the board," Somcmetfcld Millii'.SQl'ltc:t1mcs.wehad it.al
night, sometimes in rhe morning and
ir was cough. Ir is great now - having
a stable environment and routine and with char I expect to do well."

year.
"Ir lees me know that I've been
there," he said. "It helps to know I
could bear people in the past and
could conrinue to do that."
The three swimmers also train In
the individual medley in addition
to the breaststroke.
Noble said he thinks it helps to
change the pace and makes them

better swimmers.
Scaliatine said each breaststroker
has his own strength.
He said O'Hagan is fast, Noble
is solid overall, and he said he has
endurance and those various qualities help during practice.
"You know it is good char we
could pick each other up," Scaliatine said about practicing togeth-

er. "I always know that O'Hagan
or Noble are on either side of me,
pushing me to swim quicker."
Pushing each other in meecs and
practices has made it easier for the
trio to dominate the breaststroke
evencs during meets.
The Panthers consistently place
swimmers in the top three in both
the 100-yard and 200-yard events.

"We take a lot of pride that
we could score a lor of points on
the other team," Noble said. "We
wane to go one, two, three in all
our meet races. We haven't faced a
breaststroke team char was better
than us."

Brandy Pravazmk can be reached or
581-7944 or orblprovazmk@eiu.edu.

Bob Ba1ek can be reached at 581 7944 or or rrba1ek@e1u.edu.

MEN' S SOCCER I SPOTLIGHT

NATIONAL SPORTS

MVC adds two teams for 201 O
SIU Edwardsville,
Central Arkansas

BASKETBALL
Chicago at Milwaukee I

7 tonight on WGN

TRIPLE THREAT

to join conference
By DAN CUSACK

Assistant Sports Editor
Missouri Valley Conference commissioner Doug Elgin announced
Tuesday rhar Cenrral Arkansas and
Sourhern llJinois Edwardsville would
become members of rhe league for
men's soccer starting in the 2010 season.
The league, which consists of
Eastern, Drake, Evansville, Creighton, Bradley and Missouri Stace, will
have eight teams m 20 I 0.
The league lost one member,
Wcsrern Kencucky, following the
2007 season when rhey disbanded
their soccer program. Vanderbilt left
the conference after rhe 2005 season
when it also disbanded its program.
Central Arkansas head coach
Chad Flanders said his team is excited co join rhe MVC.
"The Missouri Valley Conference
has a great soccer tradition nationally and is known for its high RPI as
well as getting reams into rhc NCAA
Tournament," Flanders said.
Central Arkansas, locaccd in Conway, Ark., began its program 13
years ago and has posted eight winning seasons. The ceam was a powerhouse in Division II before becoming a full Division I school in 2006.
Flanders said he is familiar wirh
the MVC as his team has played each
of the current members rhroughout
the years he has coached che Bears.
Eastern played Cencral Arkan-

Bill SIMMONS
College football is coming Into
Its final stretch this weekend with
conference championship games
and final regular season matchups,
so its time to stare thinking about
the Heisman Trophy. Florida quarterback Tim Tebow (above) won the
award last year as a sophomore and
is looking to join Ohio State running back Archie Griffin as the only
players to win the award twice.
Let's take a look at three of the
top candidates for the most coveted award in college spores.

AMIR PRELLBERG InlE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Senior forward Brad Peters tries to dribble past a Missouri State defender in the Missouri Valley Conference
Tournament Nov. 12, 2008.

sas for the 6rst time this season and
dcfeaced che 5-0 on Sepe. 20 at Lakeside Fidd.
The Panthers will play in a tournament hosted by Central Arkansas
next season.
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth said chc ~. who finished
che 2008 season wirh a 3-14-1
record, were a young team building

from scratch this season bur should
become a good ream during the next
few years and will be competitive in
rhc conference.
SIU Edwardsville is returning co
Division I arhlccics after becoming a
Division II school in 1996 when the
Cougars joined rhe Grear Lakes Valley Conference.
The school will become full-

fledged members of Division I in
2012-2013, and mosc of rhe Cou·
gars' reams will play in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Men's soccer was dubbed a "fast
crack" sport for SJUE, so rhac ream
will be eligible for full Division I
privileges in rhc 2010-11 season.

»

SEE CONFERENCE, PAGE 9

MEN'S SWIMMING I SPOTLIGHT

Breaststroke trio pushing men's team
Coach Bos calls event
Eastern's strongest
By BOB BAJEK

Staff Reporter
Easrcrn's men's swimming ream
misses out on points each meet of

che season because the Panthers do
noc have any divers.
This puts Easccrn ac an immediate disadvanrage, bur che Panrhers'
chrec brcascsrrokcrs have been dosing rhac gap rhis season.
The breaststroke ceam of senior
Brem Noble, sophomore Mart Scaliacine and freshman Mace O'Hagan
is the scrongesc assec on chc men's
ream and is concinually improving.
"Ir's nice for Eastern because
weve been weak in chc breaststroke
for a couple of years," O'Hagan
said.
Eastern head coach Matt Bos
said he rhinks the breaststroke is
the men's ream's bcsc evenc and
described his swimmers' screngchs.
"O'Hagan has a whole lot of natural speed," Bos said. "Scaliacine is
different in chat he gets beccer as rhe
race goes on. Noble is a hard worker and a leader. He is a solid, allaround swimmer."
Bos uses O'Hagan in the 100yard breaststroke and on relay

Thursday vs. Tennessee State

5:30 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

reams. Scaliacine swims the 200yard brcasrsrroke, and Bos said he
is planning on having Noble swim
the 200-brcastscroke at rhe Summit
League Conference finals along with
the 200-yacd and 400-yard individual medley.
O'Hagan has been a force since
joining the Panthers; placing first in
the 100-yard breaststroke five times.
"[e's kind of been a rush so far,"
he said.
The Des Plaines native said he
wanes co break rhe onc-minucc mark
chis season in the l 00-yard breaststroke.
He fell chrce-hundredths shore of
rhat mark against Illinois-Chicago
on Nov. I with a winning time of 1
minute, 0.03 seconds.
He said he also wants co break
rhe cwo-minuce mark in rhe 200yard individual medley.
Bos said O'Hagan is an exciting
swimmer and has greac potential,
seating he is che third or forth besc
breaststrokcr in rhe Summit League.
He said he wanes O'Hagan co
focus on this year insccad of looking
ahead.
"He's swimming really fast now,"
Bos said. "I'm curious to sec how
he'll swim in rhe Indianapolis meet
ERIC HILTNER I nlE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
and progress."
Freshman Matt O'Hagan (from back to front), sophomore Matt Scaliatine

»

and senior Brent Noble compose the breaststroke team for the men's
swim team.

SEE BREASTSTROKE, PAGE 11

Thursday vs. Tennessee State

8 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

Friday at House of Champions

All Day - Indianapolis

I

Saturday vs. Austin Peay

3 p.m. - Lantz Arena

1. Colt McCoy - Although Texas ju·
nlor quarterback will not be competing in the
Big 12 Championship this weekend.
his regular season numbers should
garner him an Invitation to New Yorl
McCoy led the Longhorns to an 11-1
record throwing for 3,445 yards and
32 touchdowns. He also ran for 576
yards and 10 touchdowns.
2. Sam Bradford - The Oklahoma
sophomore has put up some staggering numbers at the helm of one
of the nations' cop offenses throwing
for 4,080 yards. 46 touchdowns and
just six interceptions. Bradford will
have the advantage against McCoy
because the Sooners were chosen to
play ln the Big 12 Championship.
3. Tlm Tebow - His numbe"rs have
dipped from last season, but Tebow
ls still one of the most dangerous
weapons In college football. The Aor·
Ida quarterback has thrown for 2,229
yards and 25 touchdowns to just two
Interceptions. Tebow can help his
cause Saturday with a big day against
No. 1 Alabama In the Southeastern
Conference Championship.

BOB BAJEK

Imagine a young coach go·
inco an environmenc where he
once was a studenc-achlecc and
is now replacing the man who
coached him and orhers for
years.
That was the situation East·
em's first-year swimming cod
Matt Bos stepped into by ·
in the vacancy left by coach
Padovan's retirement.

»
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